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FRANCES KRUK

where things happen like zits
the work in the woods
the inconvenient later
skull blocks vatic as bulb in bare room
I will seize I will
telephone each point
on the smallpox chart
my factories, my mice, my laboratory orchestra
all still a secret blade in cake
confiture that can not see
the motionless centre below



in the woods
in the music of dwarves

(barely legal, dwarf music.
drone drone
pinecone home
dirt-packed holes & whistling
mouths)

steel makes the acquaintance
of the post-Magneto 
or the stuck tight Grin
or the Bag too tedious to tie
the radius of Fractals sloshed
upon the clay



ON FRANCES KRUK

 One of the major historic tendencies in which the poetry of Frances 
Kruk directly participates is the Situationist Critique of Separation. Today as 
much as fifty years ago this critique is not so much a philosophical position 
but a political activity demanding intensive labours of the poetic imagination 
to articulate experiential zones excluded by the regime of hypostasised 
thought. Kruk’s work is from this perspective a kind of front line reportage: 
surveying and exploding the superstructural cracks in heteronomously 
imposed categorial consciousness, attesting to and amplifying the bleed 
and double exposure between divisions public/private, sex/death, work/
leisure, in vivo/in vitro, place/space, space/time, time/money, militantly 
forwarding a mechanics of love as the unconditional rejector of false 
protection. 
 A Discourse on Vegetation & Motion takes aphicide as one of 
its central motifs and ostensibly positions its speaker in a combative 
role as pest controller. Knockdown activity, perhaps for want of caustic 
potash or DDT, is here conducted “with oily hands”. Yet the total battle 
plan and scheme of alliances and motivations in the domestic theatre 
of deployment is more complexly involved than it may first appear. The 
speaker’s injunction, “today I require ID from all wingless insects” neatly 
splits the surveilled population into Alatae and Apterae, tacitly sponsoring 
the latter’s entry, perhaps through a window via stratiform drift, perhaps 
indeed with a view to future defection from the human camp if and when 
“today I am Agent Buzz”. Double agency, in addition as a form of subject-
positioning in Kruk’s poetry, operates as grammatical consequence of 
lexical misappropriation in for example the forging of new intransitive verbs: 
“I crocodile”, “I anxiety”. Species-wide contemplation of the various given 
limit conditions of anatomical and cultural organisation are habitual in her 
work and characteristic of the tenor of her political thought. Descriptive 
and systematic idioms of intention and causation are scavenged from their 
familiar housing and projected back across one another, so that chemical 
interactions assume personality, buildings froth, the conceptual gulf 
between seed and waste becomes operatively unstable. It is within reflective 
apertures of this kind that a textual practice of resistance, improvisation 
and solidarity establishes its beachhead.

       — MW-H



REDELL OLSEN

from Bucolic Picnic (or, Toile de Jouy / 
Camouflage)

active measures stealth as necessary manipulates
electromagnetic signatures fuse word as thumb

patches dyed as background off cuts contours 
rewrite body in perpendicular stripe or strip

out maximal contrast crowd towards adjacent 
noise differential truths surround blends broken 

pattern contradicts form ground matches or 
all concealing eyes up cupid in floral spoke

natural render recognition legs difficult single 
entities broken blends surround renders still



in           habit 
scale           bites
the crowning 
 garland land       garish 

       glares         ha ha
        rosy         hum hums

       virtuous grills        grid
      lilies
           of  domain
subjects human as figs 
stats as print demands             revolt
on plate or copper          roll her

to be used
only on         furnishings

                 female block printers in colour  9
                 female pencilers 42
                 female day workers 181

                 stylised floral elements mix 
                 fantastical to creature
 
      THE WORK of FORCE



ON REDELL OLSEN
 I would like to use this space to consider Redell Olsen’s work A Newe 
Booke of Copies (2009), from which she read at a recent Cambridge launch 
for the anthology Infinite Difference (and in whose pages a sample of A Newe 
Booke has been published). Putting aside the partial nature of these two sites 
of transmission—an anthologised selection and a brief (though relentlessly 
dense) public reading—partiality itself is built into the work’s medial economy. 
Emphatically not a text exemplar, this is a work distributed between text interface 
(the page), videography (the screen), and live performance (the body). 
 One witness to a performance of A Newe Booke states that Olsen 
subjected her voice to electronic processes, progressively distorting the clarity 
of her amplified vocal signal. Drawing on the technical repertoire of punk and 
noise (and perhaps Alvin Lucier), the authoritative voice is obliterated, forging 
feminist solidarity with the historical forgers of masculine noms-de-plume, the 
“sandeliot[s]” and the “currerbellellisacton[s],” as well as the scribes and 
(explicitly androgynous) “embroiders” cast into anonymity by the umbrage of 
the medieval no-signature. Through the introduction to R.G. Collingwood’s 
philosophical re-unification of those “forms of experience” rendered disparate 
by the Renaissance, we may apprehend an account of why tokens of authorship 
were not employed by medieval “journeyman labourers in the fields of art, 
religion, and philosophy”: “there was a general interpretation of the various 
activities of the mind, in which each was influenced by all...[so that] no mental 
activity...existed in its own right and for itself” (Speculum Mentis, 1924, p 18 and 
pp 26-27). By extension, she who mediates cognition by the light of practice 
is herself brought into authoritative being and formal history by her act alone, 
nominal subjectivity granted only to the patronising institution. As Olsen writes 
in her Infinite Difference poetics statement: “The individuality of the writer or 
seamstress is caught or glimpsed in the flourish of the decorative pattern, in 
the margin or on the collar of a garment” (p 137). The embodiment of creative 
genius is in the novel trace of the hand in flight—the “flourish” (with the floral 
pinion being an operative metaphor in A New Book, as in “plant in wing”)—
none of it translated into an investment in the authorial glyph. For the Western 
tradition, this is a grace wholly medieval.
 There is a proleptic immanence in A New Booke’s cross-implication of 
penmanship and needlework, the nib and the needle wielded by sub-Great men 
and women alike. Olsen’s work enacts the coterminous economies of textual and 
textile production, not by recourse to the expository mode practiced in Robert 
Pinsky’s stupidly famous and historically short-sighted male-garment poem, 
which is little more than an exercise in the blunt reality of specialist vocabularies 
and the expediency of historical narrative. Rather, Olsen draws her shuttering 
lyric power from the shades of historical narrative cast out by the mechanics 
of the fabricated specimens themselves. The history of textile production is for 
Olsen not a labour history per se (as for Pinsky), but the history of a literally 
authoritative practice. While the poetry of Marjorie Welish (for its high-logical 
wit and topical concerns) is one precedent which comes immediately to mind in 
reading and hearing A Newe Book of Copies, Olsen’s philological engagement 
with a synthesised field of topical enquiry (not to mention her raging syntax) is 
something rather unto itself.  
        — JK
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